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A bioengineering system for in situ bioremediation of
contaminated groundwater
RB Knapp1 and BD Faison2,3
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Much of the past and current focus of bioremediation has been on laboratory studies of microbial processes. By
necessity, early studies have ignored important field properties, parameters, and processes that control the ultimate
success of in situ bioremediation of contaminated groundwater. This paper presents a bioengineering systems
approach that examines the impact of some of these field variables on common bioremediation practices. Using
simple systems, the niche of biostimulation is shown to be aquifers with high contaminant sorption. A novel gas-
phase biostimulation filter and a novel resting-state bioaugmentation/biofilter approach which show promise for
effective field implementation are discussed.
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Introduction the field. It is here that subsurface bioengineering must
enter to make bioremediation effective.Typically, the focus of attention of bioremediation is on Successful in situ bioremediation of contaminatedbacteria as catalysts or enablers; however, fungi, protozoa,groundwater requires engineering a set of subsurface pro-microalgae, macroscopic plants, and some lower but macro-cesses. The precise elements in the set depend on thescopic animals (eg, earthworms) are also implicated inchosen remediation method but control in the field is exer-remediation processes. Although a biological form may cat-cised through well locations, well patterns, injection andalyze site remediation, successful deployment of the cata-withdrawal rates, injection and withdrawal intervals in thelyst requires understanding the basic principles of chemis-wells, and the composition of the injected fluid. Prerequi-try, biology, geology, soil science, hydrology, and chemicalsites for the selection of these which result in the optimalengineering. Currently, much of the focus forin situ biore- remediation performance are a well characterized site withmediation is on the biological aspects. The aforementionedrespect to the groundwater flow field, the contaminantprinciples, and the efforts based on them, may be organizedsources, the contaminant suite, the aqueous geochemistry,into a complete bioremediation system. This systemsand, most importantly, heterogeneities in permeability. Itapproach is critical to the success of any bioremediationis increasingly recognized that permeability heterogeneitiesplan as many effective degradation processes developed incontrol the ultimate cost and success ofany groundwaterthe laboratory can be made ineffectual by unforeseen sub-remediation scheme. The most successful approaches worksurface processes. with these constraints most creatively. In most cases, theThis paper will focus on the development of systems forremediation engineer is severely limited by a lack ofthe restoration of contaminated groundwater. The micro-characterization information due to financial constraints.structure and microecology of soil and groundwater haveThe challenge is to create a remediation scheme whichbeen reviewed extensively [1,5]. Here, it will suffice to saymeets targets despite great uncertainty in many of the fun-that the subsurface is a complex system. It is important thatdamental variables which control its effectiveness. Underbioremediation processes be designed with the understand-these circumstances it is even more important that a simpleing that materials introduced to subsurface systems undergoand robust remediation approach be employed to compen-the same transformations as they do during physico-sate for the lack of engineering control overin situ pro-chemical separation processes on the laboratory bench-top,cesses.including chemical reactions, sorption, phase partitioning, Even with these constraints, there are some evaluationsliquid–liquid phase separation, leaching from soil into that can be made with limited site knowledge to assist inwater or non-aqueous liquids, dissolution of gas into waterthe selection of an appropriatein situ bioremediationor non-aqueous liquids, volatilization, phase separation, andscheme. For biostimulation, which is the injection ofprecipitation. A major difference between lab and field isgrowth substrates, co-substrates, and electron acceptorsthe almost complete lack of control over these processes inwhich are limiting the biodegradation reaction, the evalu-
ations involve contaminant retardation and substrate/co-
substrate/electron acceptor utilization rates. For bioaug-
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provide a technical framework for using these variables to
select a particular approach. This framework arises from
simplified analyses of the subsurface processes related to
each approach. We will begin with the most commonly
employed method ofin situ bioremediation—biostimul-
ation—and finish with bioaugmentation, which has yet to
be fully explored as a potential method.

Biostimulation

Biostimulation requires that the bacterial species or con-
sortia required to degrade dissolved contaminants are
indigenous and it assumes that reactions are limited by

Figure 1 Computational domain and boundary conditions used in analy-either low population densities or by the absence of key
sis of mixing between injected liquid and contaminated groundwater. Theelectron acceptors. Biostimulation attempts to accelerate
injection point is at 0 and the observation point is at L. Tracer and con-pre-existing biodegradation rates by injecting either growthtaminant concentration profiles are at a time of 0.

substrates/co-substrates, which increase the population den-
sity, or electron acceptors (eg, O2), which limit the reaction.
Field experiments [eg, 11,20,21] have demonstrated thatumn length. Contaminant retardation,R, is caused by equi-
cessation of injection was followed, in a matter of hours,librium surface reactions among dissolved compounds and
by the cessation of biodegradation. To sustain the biodeg-soil minerals. Retardation reduces the rate of transport with-
radation reactions it is required that injection be continuous.out changing the shape of the response curve and is defined
Thus, just as in any laboratory column study, the challengeas [9]:
for biostimulation is to have the stimulated bacterial popu-
lation and contaminated groundwater in the same pore

R = 1 +
rKd

f
(1)space at the same time. The ability to achieve this mixing

requirement is dependent on the medium (liquid or gas)
used to inject substrates, co-substrates, and electron

whereKd is the solid-aqueous distribution coefficient,f isacceptors. The conditions under which each of these oper-
the medium porosity, andr is the bulk density of the porousates most efficiently will be examined in the following
medium. For many aquifers and contaminants of interest,paragraphs.
R# 1.5; however,R can exceed 10 as the organic content
of the aquifer increases [19].Liquid injection medium

The Peclet number,NP, is a measure of the relativeA liquid medium is the most common carrier for substrates,
importance of advective transport to dispersion,D.co-substrates, and electron acceptors in biostimulation

[7,27]. Water that has been saturated with the key
compound(s) is injected into the subsurface to either NP =

vL
D

(2)
increase the attached population or to provide a limiting
reactant, such as oxygen. The key for its effectiveness is

wherev is the pore fluid velocity andL the length scale ofto obtain contact among the injected fluid, the contaminated
interest. Advection is the transport of compounds by fluidgroundwater and the indigenous population. This is a chal-
flow, such as a leaf along a stream, where dispersion is alenge since injection largely displaces the contaminated
combination of aqueous diffusion at the molecular scalegroundwater.
and spreading due to small-scale variations in velocity. Our
scale of interest is at the pore scale since it is here thatDetails of calculations: The mixing difficulty can be
there has to be actual physical contact between contaminantdemonstrated by a simple one-dimensional calculation.
and bacteria. There is an increasing body of evidence [4,17]Water carrying a conservative tracer but devoid of contami-
that values of aqueous diffusion coefficients are betternant is injected into a homogeneous porous medium which
approximations ofD than are field-measured dispersionis initially saturated with water carrying a contaminant but
coefficients. As such, typical values forNP during injectiondevoid of the injected tracer (Figure 1). The calculations
are on the order of 500; advection usually dominates disper-permit advection, dispersion, and equilibrium sorption of
sive transport in the subsurface.contaminant but not injected compounds and preclude any

We also use a dimensionless time,t, defined as:irreversible sources or sinks caused, for example, by chemi-
cal precipitation. Analytical solutions for all examples can
be found in [26]. t =

vt
L

(3)
We use dimensionless quantities for generality. Dimen-

sionless concentration,C, for the tracer is with respect to
the injected concentration;C for the contaminant is relative wheret is normal time. Thus at = 1 is the time required

for the tracer to be transported from the injection point atto its initial concentration in groundwater. The dimen-
sionless distance,X, is the ratio of the distance from the X = 0 to the observation point atX = 1. Most calculations

will be done for the half-way point, that is fort = 0.5.injection point to the observation point to the overall col-
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Nonreactive tracer cases: The first case examined is tracer front,Xf

tracer. If this ratio is small, then a large volume
of fluid needs to be injected to mix with a small volumethe injection of a chemical tracer into a contaminated

aquifer where neither the injected tracer nor the contami- of contaminated groundwater and remediation will not be
cost-effective. Efficiency is also a function of time sincenants sorb (R; 0). This case serves to set the foundation

for the more complicated case of injecting a substrate thatDX and Xf
tracer increase at different rates.

Contaminant retardation is a critical parameter for theis consumed by indigenous bacteria. In this simple situ-
ation, the injected fluid largely displaces—mechanically effectiveness of biostimulation and should be measured

early in the evaluation process. Mixing efficiency is alwayspushes away—the contaminated groundwater and mixing
between the two is limited to a relatively thin zone at the greater in contaminant plumes that have greaterR

(Figure 2c). At the lower limit,R = 1, the mixing efficiencydisplacement front (Figure 2a). This mixing zone is created
solely by the interdiffusion of contaminant and injected is about 10% except at very short times. For large contami-

nant sorption (eg,R$ 5), the mixing zone is of the samechemicals. It is only within this thin zone that bacteria
stimulated by the injected chemicals and groundwater con- order as the injection zone and efficiency approaches 100%.

It can be expected that mixing among injected fluids andtaminant can come in contact and accelerated biodegrad-
ation can occur. groundwater is much greater in contaminant plumes which

have a larger degree of sorption than in other plumes.For the case of nonsorbing injectate (R; 0) but signifi-
cant contaminant sorption (R . 0), the size of the mixing Plumes with highR would therefore seem to be better tar-

gets for biostimulation. It is very difficult and expensive tozone dramatically increases (Figure 2b). For large retar-
dation coefficients (eg,R= 5), a large part of the contami- change an aquifer sorption characteristics. Therefore, the

aquifer’s characteristics solely determine whether it is anant mass is sorbed onto the soil material. This acts as a
contaminant source as injected fluid flows past and leads viable candidate for biostimulation. No matter how fast and

effective a biodegradation reaction, an efficient bioremedi-to increased contact among injected compounds, stimulated
bacteria, and contaminants. This is the optimal situation for ation system will not occur if the bacteria cannot contact

the contaminants, which is the case for low sorbing aqui-biostimulation using a liquid medium.
Mixing efficiency can be estimated by the size of the fers.

This simplified analysis also shows that it is importantmixing zone,DX, relative to the volume of fluid injected
as represented by the mean location of the nonsorbing to conduct pilot-scale field tests at least 25% of the scale of

the expected field operations (Figure 2c). Mixing efficiency
decreases with time and distance away from the injection
point. Tests for short periods of time bias results by arti-
ficially amplifying the degree of mixing, and hence the
degree of contaminant destruction, relative to that to be
expected at the larger scale and for longer term operations.

Consumable substrate cases: The tracer-contami-
nant system discussed above provides a foundation for an
analogous analysis of the substrate-tracer-contaminant sys-
tem. For this, we superimpose the evolution of substrate
concentration when it is kept at a constant concentration at
the injection point and is consumed at a constant rate in
the calculational domain. Physically, this means that, where
the substrate exists in the domain, the indigenous popu-
lation instantly rises to a steady-state value. This is a sim-
plification but serves to elucidate the principle of mixing,
substrate consumption, and contaminant degradation.

The Damkohler number (ND) is the dimensionless para-
meter grouping which relates substrate consumption rates
to substrate supply rates caused by advective transport

ND =
k L
v

(4)

wherek is the consumption rate. For an attached population
of 106 cells per g aquifer medium,k is typically on the order
of 10−3 per h. Typical length scales for field operations are
on the order of 100 m and average pore velocities during
injection are about 2 m day−1, which yieldsND = 1; at this

Figure 2 Concept of zone where injected liquids, as marked by a tracer,value, the growth substrate consumption rate equals the
and contaminated groundwater mix at the displacement front. The concen-advective transport rate and the zone of stimulated bacteriatration limit defining the mixing zone is arbitrarily chosen to be 0.1.

will be confined to a relatively narrow region around theDX/Xf
traceris the mixing zone width relative to the injection length. For all

plots, NP = 500. For (a)R = 1 andt = 0.5; for (b) R = 5 and t = 0.5. injection point.
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Steady consumption of injected growth substrate, co-sub- efficiency is less than 50%. This is consistent with field

observations on the efficiency of biostimulation usingstrate, or electron acceptor by an attached population both
retards the substrate front and reduces its magnitude rela- methane-saturated water to stimulate methanotrophs to co-

metabolize chlorinated ethenes. Biostimulation using a pri-tive to an injected tracer (Figure 3a). This leads to a
reduction in the size of the mixing zone where contaminant mary growth substrate, as is the rule for non-BTEX plumes,

seems to be inherently inefficient except for contaminatedcan come in contact with the stimulated bacterial popu-
lation and be biodegraded. As with the tracer, zone width is aquifers with a high degree of sorption (R . 2).

Biostimulation with an electron acceptor can be expecteddirectly proportional to contaminant retardation. However,
mixing zone width is inversely proportional toND to be more efficient than biostimulation with a primary

growth substrate in some circumstances. Growth substrates,(Figure 3b). At constantR, relative mixing zone widths
always decrease asND increases, ie, mixing decreases as as well as some co-substrates, will be consumed wherever

there is a bacterial population. If the electron acceptor issubstrate consumption increases relative to fluid velocity.
Bacteria consume the substrate before it can be transported only consumed in biodegrading the contaminant, then the

electron acceptor front will be less retarded than the growthupstream to where the contaminants are located. The rate
of decrease is very small whenND # 0.1 and is very large substrate front. This will increase the mixing zone width

and the efficiency. A possible example is a field experimentwhenND $ 1.5. Many contaminant plumes lie in this inter-
mediate range. It can also be seen that, for these, the mixing conducted at a US Coast Guard Air Station at Traverse

Figure 3 Concept of degradation zone where contaminated groundwater comes in contact with stimulated bacteria. The model assumes an instantaneous
steady-state attached bacterial population that consumes the injected substrate at a constant rate; we do not allow contaminant biodegradation so that
we may calculate the width of the zone where biodegradation could occur. For all plots,NP = 500 andt = 0.5. For (a)R = 5; (b) is a contour plot of
the relative degradation zone width (DX/Xf

tracer) as a function of retardation (R) and the Damkohler number (ND).
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City, MI [27]. Oxygenated water was injected into a shal- gas phase to the groundwater occurs until equilibrium lev-

els are reached. As this amended groundwater flows down-low BTEX plume in an effort to stimulate biodegradation.
Values for R, extracted from published data, appear to stream, an indigenous bacterial population utilizes the

injected reactants to biodegrade the dissolved contaminants.exceed 1000. WhileND values are not known, this magni-
tude of R certainly suggests an efficient mixing process Istok and others [12] have called this the bubble wall con-

cept.since much of the contaminant mass is initially sorbed onto
the solid aquifer medium; it is expected that the contami- This concept avoids the mixing problem discussed above

by avoiding displacement of contaminated groundwater bynant front would lag about 1000 days past the tracer front
in the absence of biodegradation for the test conditions. injected water. Instead, engineering design reduces to

obtaining an adequate degree of mixing in the gas injectionField observations show the BTEX front lagging on the
order of 100–500 days, suggesting that the observed loss zone. Some of the most important engineering consider-

ations for this new technology will be addressed in the fol-of contaminant mass was indeed caused by biodegradation.
lowing paragraphs.

Buscheck and Nitao [2] have elucidated the physics ofGas injection medium
New concepts have recently been proposed to inject a gas gas injection into groundwater which are required to engin-

eer the mixing zone described above. When gas is injectedphase into contaminated groundwater to increase to the dis-
solved concentrations of volatile substrate, co-substrates or into groundwater, a two-phase fluid system develops in a

relatively narrow zone about the injection interval. Gas rap-electron acceptors which may be limitingin situ bioremedi-
ation [10,12]. The idea is to create a relatively thin zone idly rises due to buoyancy forces and breaks through to the

vadose zone if there is no overlying permeability barrier,transverse to a migrating plume (Figure 4a). A gas phase
containing the compounds of interest is injected into this such as thick clay units. The width of the two-phase

(coexisting gas plus groundwater) zone and the gas pressurezone, thereby creating a separate gas phasein situ. As
groundwater flows through the zone, mass transfer from the in it depend linearly on the injection pressure. Gas pressure

Figure 4 Concept (a) of gas phase biostimulation, or bubble wall. The sparged, exchange zone is where anin situ gas phase and groundwater coexist
and volatiles are exchanged between the two phases. Groundwater exits this region amended with substrates and/or co-substrates from the injected gas
phase. Capillary pressure curve (b) and relative permeability curve (c) for a sand [16]. Pc = Pgas− Pwater; the relative permeability of the sand to water
is krw = kw(Sw)/kw(Sw = 1); Siw is the irreducible water saturation or the water saturation below which water loses its continuity and will not flow and
krw = 0. Pc increases from injection point to the watertable in the sparged, exchange zone; this requiresSw and krw to decrease.
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at the injection point is slightly above the water pressure the absence of any growth substrates (resting-state).

Bioaugmentation has received attention in the oil industryvalue and decreases to atmospheric at the vadose zone. The
two-phase zone consists of a continuous water phase occu- both for microbial-enhanced oil recovery [6] and as a per-

meability control [14]. It has only been partially discussedpying the smaller pores of the aquifer and a continuous gas
phase occupying the larger pores. The fraction of the pore in the literature with regards to contaminated groundwater

[18] but recent work with resting-state cells shows promise.system is that occupied by water at any point, the water
saturation (Sw), depends on the capillary pressure (Pc) at The subsurface processes which control the engineering of

each approach are similar to those already discussed, withthat point. Capillary pressure is the difference between gas
pressure and water pressure, and its relationship toSw the addition of cell transport issues, and will be briefly

reviewed below.depends on the particular aquifer material (Figure 4b).
Consequently, the water saturation is a function of the
injection rate. It is expected that an equilibrium water satu-Augmentation with substrates

Bioaugmentation with substrates refers to the addition ofration will be established in the two-phase zone with water
saturation greatest at the injection point and least at the bacteria to a contaminated aquifer in a liquid which con-

tains primary growth substrates [15]. The concept is thatwatertable. Water saturation will not decrease below its
irreducible level (Siw) unless dry gas is injected which will the indigenous population is either of inadequate population

density or composition to achieve desired degradation rateseventually desiccate the two-phase region.
The volumetric distribution of water in the two-phase and that growth substrates are required to sustain the con-

taminant biodegradability of both the inoculum and thezone will control both the rate of mass transfer from the
gas phase to the liquid phase and the rate of fluid flow indigenous species. Engineering considerations for this

concept are similar to biostimulation: a liquid is injected,through the two-phase zone. The idea is to maximize the
transfer rate of the injected substrates into the liquid phase displaces contaminated groundwater, and develops a lim-

ited mixing zone. Continuous injection seems to be requiredwhile minimizing the gas saturation. Experimental studies
in laboratory columns indicate that equilibrium among the since the salubrious effects caused by the injectate have

been found to rapidly decay at the cessation of injection.phase can be rapidly attained [12], minimizing the required
thickness of the two-phase region in the groundwater flow It is in the mixing zone that contamination will contact

injected cells and biodegradation can occur.direction. In the field, however, it can be expected that
transfer will be more efficient near the watertable due to The overall efficiency of bioaugmentation with substrate

injection approaches that of simple substrate injectionthe lower water saturation.
Permeability of an aquifer to the water phase (kw) also (Figure 3) with some important additional considerations.

As cells are transported in the suspended state, some attachis directly dependent on the water phase saturations
(Figure 4c).kw is a maximum when the aquifer is saturated to the aquifer material and form a fixed-bed population

[22]. This population will consume injected growth sub-and is zero atSiw. Thus, the water permeability of the two-
phase mixing zone will be decreased relative to the sur- strates, the stimulated bacteria are available for biodegrad-

ation, and performance can be expected to be analogousroundings. This could cause some divergence of flow
around the two-phase zone, unless of course an alternative to biostimulation. Again, injection of any liquid results in

displacement of contaminated groundwater away from thematerial is emplaced. In addition, vertical decreases inSw

will cause decreases inkw. Thus, while mass transfer rates injected fluid except for uncommonly high values of the
retardation coefficient. In addition, a portion of the injectedare greater in the near vadose zone region, groundwater

flux through it is less. It is not clear how this will affect cells remain suspended, consuming dissolved growth sub-
strates, and are available for biodegradation in the mixingthe overall process. But it is clear that field operations will

need to be carefully engineered and monitored to accurately zone. Since cell transport can be slightly accelerated from
solute transport, the mixing zone size can slightly exceedinterpret results.

In summary, the new concept of two-phase mixing zones that given in Figure 3.
The limitation of this process appears to be the rate ofto increase substrate or co-substrate concentrations in flow-

ing groundwater appears to have promise. Substantial growth substrate consumption. The suspended cells will
eventually consume injected substrates and their contami-increases in, for example, both O2 and CH4 can be effected

by use of the pure phases as the injectate. This reaction nant-degrading capabilities will terminate. The exact rate
of this depends on relative concentrations of cells and sub-zone eliminates the displacement problems encountered in

liquid biostimulation and could be an inexpensive alterna- strate. The Mahaffey [15] field experiment obtained degra-
dation efficiencies in the 20% range suggesting that, in thistive. Further laboratory and field work is required to estab-

lish the technical foundation and the range of its niche in particular case, substrate consumption by suspended cells
was rapid and the procedure reduced to a simple biostimul-field situations.
ation experiment (Figure 3). Even in the best of circum-
stances, this approach would appear to provide only mar-Bioaugmentation ginal benefits to straight biostimulation and is probably not
worth the additional costs of cells.Bioaugmentation is the addition of bacteria, which are

known to degrade the target contaminants, to the subsur-
face. The particular species injected may or may notResting-state

The injection of cells into an aquifer without nutrientsalready exist in the subsurface. There are two basic types
of bioaugmentation: with substrates or co-substrates and in offers a radical departure from previous bioremediation
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approaches. It is a more engineered approach as it attempts in decreasing contaminant concentrations to acceptable lev-

els (Figure 5).to control each aspect of thein situ bioremediation process.
As described by Tayloret al [23], Jacksonet al [13], and Biofilter degradation capacity and biofilter longevity are

the two engineering parameters that control the viability ofDubaet al [8], a pure strain or suite of bacteria is selected
that has known, optimal contaminant degradational charac- this approach. Contaminant biodegradation in the resting-

state consumes intracellular compounds and can inactivateteristics. These are grown in surface bioreactors under con-
ditions that permit a degree of control over important key enzymes [3]. Therefore, a given population density has

a maximum amount of contaminants it can degrade—characteristics of the bacterial population, such as the pro-
per form of the enzyme responsible for contaminant degra- biofilter degradation capacity; once this is exceeded then

the biofilter needs to be replenished. The replenishmentdation. This control is unique to surface bioreactor oper-
ations and cannot be achieved by injecting nutrients into a interval (Figure 6) then becomes highly dependent on the

contaminant flux into the biofilter, the intrinsic degradationsubsurface characterized by uncontrollable aqueous chem-
istry and a mixed bacterial population. capacity (ie, the maximum contaminant mass degradable

per unit mass of cells), and the attached population den-In this approach, cells are harvested from the bioreactors,
separated from the growth medium, and resuspended in an sity [25].

The key to the approach is the ability of the injectedaqueous solution, such as clean site-ground-water, that is
devoid of their required growth substrates. This microbial bacteria to sustain contaminant-degrading capabilities for

extended periods of time in the resting-state. This parametersuspension is injected into the subsurface where a portion
of the suspended population attaches to the subsurface is called longevity by Tayloret al [23]. If longevity is a

matter of hours as reported in most biostimulation fieldmedia forming a fixed-bed biofilter. The injection process
terminates once the biofilter is established, which is on the experiments, then bacteria will have to be injected continu-

ously and the expense of growing bacteria in surface biore-order of several hours for most situations. This approach
uses the microorganisms only to attach to the subsurface actors will be prohibitive. But Tayloret al [23] have shown

that longevity can be extended to a month or more, meaningsolid media and to carry the enzymes and biochemicals
necessary to catalyze the biodegradation reaction. No bac- that reinjections will be on that frequency if the biofilter is

not capacity limited.terial population growth is expected, required, or occurs
in contaminant plumes that do not naturally have growth A field test recently conducted of this method [8] shows

very promising results (Figure 7). It demonstrates that asubstrates once the attached population has been estab-
lished. Even in plumes where growth substrates are present, resting-state biofilter can be emplacedin situ, that substan-

tially complete biodegradation can be achieved, and thatincreases in population density are quite small.
Injection of resting-state cells is conducted through a pat- biodegradation can occur over extended periods of time,

up to 40 days in this experiment. However, further fieldtern of wells and creates anin situ, fixed-bed, continuous-
feed, biochemical reactor as the cells attach to soil particles. experiments are required to demonstrate long-term filter

performance, the ability to replenish, and the ability toAfter injection has terminated, contact between the attached
bacterial population and the contaminated ground-water is obtain adequate coverage across a contaminant plume.
achieved by either the resumption of natural ground-water
flow or by extracting ground-water through the fixed-bed
biofilter. Contaminated water enters the biofilter region, theConclusions
contaminants are biodegraded as they are transported
through the filter, and the ground-water exits at controlledIn situ bioremediation has been touted as a potential low-

cost and efficient means for improving contaminatedconcentrations. This concept is analogous to that used in
biofilters for odor control [24]. An expected aspect is that groundwater. The predominance of past and current work

has focused on laboratory studies of particular biochemicaleventually the biofilter will lose its biodegradational capa-
bilities and will need to be replenished; the frequency of and microbial problems, often in isolation from issues

which can thwart effective field implementation of a con-replenishment will control the economic viability of the
approach. cept. This paper has shown through simple analyses, that

the niche for biostimulation using a liquid injection mediumThe resting-state biofilter approach is easily amenable to
engineering design. The establishment of an attached bac- is aquifers with high contaminant sorption properties. The

reported poor performance of many biostimulation fieldterial population in the injected zone simply establishes an
in situ biochemical reactor and chemical engineering prin- experiments may be attributable to their application outside

this niche. Biostimulation using a gaseous injectionciples can be applied to the design. Four key parameters
are cell attachment and entrainment rates, contaminant resi- medium is difficult to engineer and has not been field tested

sufficiently to draw firm conclusions. In contrast, bioaug-dence times in the biofilter, biofilter degradation capacity,
and biofilter longevity. Recent advances begin to give some mentation with resting-state cells is most promising in aqui-

fers characterized by fast moving goundwater and low topredictability in the attached population through time in a
dynamic system [22], a key for the remaining engineering moderate contaminant sorption. Insufficient data exist to

evaluate the economics of this approach. These simplevariables. Residence time is a function of contaminant flux
through the biofilter, degradation rates, and the attached analyses seem to provide compelling motivation for an

interdisciplinary approach in bioremediation research.population. Laboratory experiments and analytical con-
siderations demonstrate that for a wide range ofND, resi- Ideally, the ultimate deployment scheme and intended field

environment are incorporated at the initial stages so thatdence time is not an issue, as very thin biofilters will result
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Figure 5 Estimates ofND for an in situ biofilter to reduce contaminated groundwater from a concentration ofCinflux to Cexit upon its exit from the
biofilter. For bioaugmentation,ND . 10 are quite accessible.

Figure 6 Estimates of replenishment interval of anin situ microbial filter when it is only limited by degradation capacity.W is the biofilter contaminant
degradation capacity,v is the pore fluid velocity, andc is the contaminant concentration entering the biofilter. Contours are replenishment times in days.

Figure 7 Performance of resting-state biofilter at a field test in a TCE plume in Chico, CA. There was substantially complete biodegradation for the
first 60 h of the experiment; biofilter performance decreased thereafter and degradation stopped after 40 days.
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